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This work contains an essay written by Bernard Rapoport, as well as quotations and excerpts from various books on topics like history, politics, religion, philosophy, economics, and capitalism. Titles include The Metaphysical Club, Benjamin Franklin: An American Life, The Reformation of the Sixteenth Century, Thorstein Veblen and His Critics, The Jewish Political Tradition, and Why Americans Hate Politics. The filenames are original and usually contain the book title and author. For those of you who happened to Google your title and ended up here, please know that one star is not a bad thing in Robin's world -- just the fact that I picked up your book and started it means that somewhere it's getting good buzz (or that your blurb was really cool). If you'd like to see my recent four+ and five-star YA recommendations, visit Robin Reads&Writes. Form 137 in Philippine schools is a Report Card from High School. Form 138 is a Transcript of Records from all the curriculum you have take read more. You have to get in in your Secondary School because your documents in your primary school are already transfers in your secondary school it’s mandatory because you can’t